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C o l l e c t i o n

Hi!
My name is Clodagh (Clo-da, rhymes with Yoda, it’s Irish, as am I),
designer, adventurer and loving mother to a pair of Christian Louboutin
boots. I have been in the business of problem solving (or teaching others to
problem solve) for five years. If you are reading this, then I am seeking a new
place to do it.
I started in physical product design, transitioned to digital, and am especially
passionate about projects that integrate both (Wearables/ IoT). In any medium,
I care about how a user really interacts with the world, not just the ideal scenario,
and making it as seamless an experience as possible. I am also a believer in
technological responsibility and only using my powers for good.
This portfolio crams a lot into small spaces at times, because I’m 1.6m tall and clever like
that.

		

“The Jedi of sarcasm“

										
		

“The meanest teacher ever“

“Irrationally proud of being left-handed“

Solve, Create, Articulate.

Education&Professional

Aug ‘11

Sept ‘14

Begin studying at the University of Limerick, Ireland.
Meet Product Design and Technology Class of ‘15,
by far the most interesting group of people who
exist on the planet

Started undertaking freelance (mostly graphic) design jobs in
a more official capacity. Student elections, clubs and societies
promotional material, colleagues portfolios etc.

Feb-July ‘14

Nov ‘15

Semester studying Product and Furniture Design at
UNITEC Auckland, New Zealand. Find my second
home. I caught the travel bug and have yet to
recover.

Attended the first of what would become many Google Start
Up weekends. Creating mostly app mockups and presentation
materials. Worked with non-design coders for the first time.
Nearly killed a man.

Jan ‘16

Jan ‘15
Complete Solidworks Associate Certificate.

Aug ‘15
Graduate with BSc Product Design and Technology
from the University of Limerick. For the first
time have no determined “next step“. Panic and
immediately return to UL.

Started private tutoring sessions in CAD with under graduate
engineering students. Fear for Ireland’s structural integrity in
10-15 years.

Jan ’17 - April ’18
Creative Design Innovation/Design Technology teacher with
the Ministry of Education, United Arab Emirates. Teaching web
design, drawing, electronics, 3d printing and anything else that
could possibly relate to design to 11-17 year old girls. I also ran
the Robotics club.

Sept’15 -Jan ‘17

July ’18 - Present

MSc Interactive Media at the University of Limerick.
Have the opportunity to develop my digital skills,
explore my arty side and discover that I’m not as
against going high concept as I thought.

Design and Technical Lead at FABTABLAB, Utrecht, NL.
Creating and developing the shop identity and producing 3D
prints and laser art to order. This also included some work as a
UX Engineer with parent company 42Tech when their workload
required.
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Skills I have been responsible for
educating others in are indicated.
“You never really learn something
until you teach it”.

I am a firm believer that through Google
and Youtube, all things possible. My
advanced googling skills have led to
my learning the inner workings of several
photocopiers and entirely too much about
how a toilet works. Partly because I love
collecting new knowledge and skills, and
partly because crippling social anxiety makes
calling a plumber a non-option. As a result, the
majority of my skills are ones I developed myself.
I have yet to meet a software I can’t figure out in 3
days or less.
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I’ve been venting to the internet via Wordpress since 2013 in an incredibly unprofessional
capacity. I don’t post so much these days, but I still redesign the site every few months.
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I have always been obsessed with my hair. Cutting it, growing it, dyeing it every colour, I can’t leave
it alone. With age I’ve become equally consumed by skincare
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Photography may be most of the reason I travel. Instagram has given me some great professional
connections and hours of entertainment.
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Watercolour Illustration

Specifically fashion illustration. Drawing and painting pretty dresses calms me.

Rowing

I rowed competitively until 2010, winning provincial titles with my crew in ‘08 and
‘09. I remain a passive member of my home club, even with a sea or 2 in the way.

Ballet and Modern Dance

I spent 10 years with a professional dance school and will still put on a
leotard wherever I can find a studio.
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Travel&Other Interests

Projects

QBee

Ring

Syzit
Proximity
Bracelet

iLighter

Wrisk

QBee

The Brief
My MSc thesis project, a speculative
investigation of the future of social
media and fashion technology. 6 month
individual project.

The Project
QBee is a social media platform that collects
quantified data about the users social life from
their clothes and converts it to meaningless
internet points. The final product was a
working prototype dress feeding information

in real time about its interactions with the
public to an also functioning website. My aim
was a dystopian look at how much information
we are willing to give up about ourselves, my
result was a lot of people telling me “Oh cool, I
would totally use this“, so you can decide how
successful I was. There is an accompanying
14,000 word essay you can read if you want
(you don’t want).

Featured on/in:

The Brief
A wearable with the prompt “Personal
Safety“. A sample project to sell our
prototyping capabilities to clients. 10
day solo project, with a number of
all-office crit/brainstorm sessions. If
it isn’t obvious, this project was never
properly named.

The Project
Ring is a method of discreetly sharing the
wearers state of anxiety with chosen contacts.
It includes the ring to send the alert and a
lamp to gently receive the alert. The ringwearer can then receive a little buzz back to

let them know that someone is there, without
drawing any attention to themselves or being
at all distracting. The stretch for me was
working with pastels for the app, I am not a
pastel person.

Ring

The Brief
To make altering and resizing clothes easier
for people with no sewing experience. 6
month individual project, culminating in an
80-page process book. BSc Graduation
Project.
The Project
Syzit is a 6-piece kit with an
associated app. It uses a
consumers actual measurements
in centimetres and compares
them to a garments
measurements in centimetres,
cancelling out vanity sizing
helping body shapes that are
hard to fit. The whole kit is a
lot more complicated than
it needed to be. It was
final year of university, I
was stressed.
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The Brief

None. This was a thesis idea I had before I
started my thesis. I wanted a way to avoid
running into people I know in public. That
isn’t how I sold it to people.

The Project

The bracelet was discarded in
favour of a more outlandish fashion
project quite quickly, but the vision
was a wearable that picked up
when friends were nearby and
informed the wearer which
direction they were in to find
them in a crowd

Proximity
Bracelet

iLighter
The Brief
Design an iPad peripheral for
first year University students
that makes them more inclined
to purchase the iPad than a
laptop. 6 week project, research
work was team based, with the
design being individual.
The Project
The iLighter is a digital highlighter to
record and save text and images via
bluetooth to the iPad. The bulk of this
project was in the research, looking at how
students use their laptop and how a tablet
could do it better. My result was selected as
competition winner by Logitech.
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Clodagh O’Mahony

Hold to Highlight

Send to Notes

Clear Highlighted

Switch Apps

Wrisk
The Brief
My most successful Google
Start up exploit, winning the
weekend. Working with two
coders with biz dev experience
and an insurance expert. 54hrs,
almost no sleep and one hell of
an after party.

user

insurer

information

The Project
Wrisk is a insurance system based
on health monitoring technology
(Fitbit etc.). Better informing the user
and the insurer, incentivising fitness and
saving low risk customers some cash. The
“LifeSaver“ app shows consumers how to
lower their premiums.
PS: This is not connected to the start-up that
shows up when you Google “Wrisk“, we came
up with the name before they existed.
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